ATLANTA’S GREENEST
TINY CITY HOME

CARBON NEGATIVE TINY HOME BUILD

OUR GOAL

At Belter Tech we strive to create a more sustainable future for the world and
generations to come. Our team of engineers have come together to create a carbon
negative tiny home build. Various methods of sustainable building will be implemented into this project.
LOCATION

MIDTOWN, ATLANTA GA
PERMITS PENDING START DATE 10/20/22

The tiny home is expected to save at
least 5 tons of CO2 emissions compared
to traditionally built structures. It also
meets all the energy star requirements
of Atlanta, GA (zone 3), and exceeds
fire suppression and acoustical ASTM
needs.
Additional environmental benefits of
the tiny home:
• Implements 66% post consumer
waste (175,000 12 oz glass bottles will
be used in this tiny home project)
• No toxins and no off-gas
• Contains no formaldehyde or fly ash

1st FlOOR

2nd FlOOR

SYSTEM OVERVIEW
Belter Cem-Rock is an advanced yet simple interior and exterior wall, floor, and roof
system. With superior values and properties from insulation, acoustic, mold resistant,
recycled content and fire ratings in the form of a lightweight complete system. Belter
Cem-Rock system utilizes standard building methods

BELTER LITE® is a cementitious pre-blended
material used for floor and wall infill
36lb BAG

44% Recycled Content
Best In Class Fire Conductivity ASTM E119-20

R-Value 1.7/inch
1,800lb SUPERSACK

Cured Dry Density 38lbs/ft3

Cem-Rock is a structural Magnesium Oxide
board used for floor, wall, and ceiling boards
Captures CO2 During Curing Process

Class A1 fire rated
Can be used internally or externally
AVAILABLE SIZES
8’x4’ 1/2” 3/4” 5/8”
10’x4’ 1/2” 3/4” 5/8”
16”x10’ 1”

After exposed to moisture,
board dries out and is unaffected

SUSTAINABILITY FEATURES

Tiny homes, due to their size, resource utilization and energy consumption, are
inherently more sustainable than traditional housing. Here are some ways our
tiny home takes sustainability a step forward!

GREEN WALL

SOLAR PANELS

RAIN HARVEST
LANDFILL
DIVERSION

GREEN WALL

Vines and other plants grow up the sides of buildings,
creating vertical green space
Acts as an additional layer of insulation
(Thermal and Acoustical)

BENEFITS
• Stores Carbon
• Reduces heat island effects in urban areas
• Acts as a habitat
• Reduces runoff

SOLAR ENERGY

Harness the sun’s energy and coverts it to electricity.
Panels typically produce 250-400 watts of power
For tiny home: 1.5 kW system (assuming *250 watts per panel) = 6 panels

BENEFITS
• Does not produce emissions when generating energy
• Utilizes a sustainable source: the sun
• Manufacturing them is becoming increasingly sustainable
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CO2 REDUCTION
In order to reduce outsourced construction materials and the
carbon emissions associated with them, Belter Tech strives to
best utilize local materials whenever possible.
In the Tiny Home, for example, Belter Tech is utilizing a tree
that was already on the property. This tree was falling down
and was condemned by the city of Atlanta, so rather than outsourcing excess wood, Belter Tech is going to make use of the
local resource.

All wood from the tree will be utilized in the building structure for
wood flooring, countertops, siding, etc. This will significantly decrease transportation emissions that otherwise would be attached
to obtaining the required material.

RAIN HARVEST

Construct the gutter system so that rainwater gets captured and stored in
a tank on the property rather than becoming run off
Tank is connected to “non-potable” water fixtures within/on the house.

-Toilets
-Laundry Units
-Outside tap
-HVAC
Waste water gets directed to the municipality’s water sanitation facility
Rainwater utilized is subtracted from water bill.

BENEFITS
• Save water by utilizing grey water
• Reduce stormwater runoff
• Saves energy by bypassing water sanitation centers
Rather than sending all water to these facilities, grey water (water that’s not
been filtered/cleaned but is not contaminated by disease-carrying bacteria
found in human and animal waste) is used for watering plants, washing clothes,
flushing toilets, etc., which means sanitation centers do not have to expend as
many resources or consume as much energy cleaning water.
.

RAIN HARVEST
HVAC

Systems will be installed in both walls and floor
Circulating pump system will utilize gray water for circulating heat and
cooling. A simple pex piping system will be used, this allows for
temperature to be easily regulated in different zones of the tiny home.

BENEFITS
• Save water by utilizing grey water
• Reduced heat loss = Less energy wasted
• Maximizes use of space

LANDFILL DIVERSION

116,660 12oz
GLASS BOTTLES

WILL BE USED IN THIS TINY
HOME
HOW IT HAPPENS

We have created a wall, floor, and roofing
system that implements 66% post consumer
waste. TWO truckloads of post consumer glass
and ONE truckload of Kingspan PRI Foam will be
used in this tiny home project.

POWERED BY

POWERED BY

LANDFILL DIVERSION

GLASS
• Takes up to 4000 years to break down
• Hazardous to humans and wildlife when
disposed of improperly
175,000 12 oz glass bottles
will be utilized in this build!

How Belter Tech utilizes it: creates concrete aggregate

PLASTIC
• Takes up to 500 years to break down
• Can contain chemicals and toxins
• Hazardous to wildlife (particularly marine life)

3,000lbs of PIR
will be utilized in this build!

How Belter Tech utilizes it: recycles polyisocyanurate
(PIR) foam into a variety of products including cement fill

TIRES
• Take up to 80 years to break down
act as a fire hazard in landfills
• Serve as a breeding ground for mosquitos and
other disease-carrying organisms, which effects
local human health and wellbeing

16 Tires
will be utilized in this build!

How Belter Tech utilizes them: creates textile fiber
for added strength in cementisiouc mix

PROUD PARTNERS

3020 Commerce Way, Units C & D, Atlanta, GA 30354
Tel: 844.914.1200

